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Famoco 
Mobile Device Management

Manage your dedicated devices remotely  
from one platform, securely.

Famoco MDM is a turnkey solution that perfectly suits any size of 
organizations.

Famoco MDM provides the management of Famoco devices  
over-the-air, including a variety of connected devices such as  
handheld, biometric, ruggedized, attendance and access terminal,  
and Ticket Validator. Centrally & remotely manage your fleets of 
devices from one platform.
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Enroll & deploy devices in a few seconds

No enrollment needed

Set up devices in the field instantly. When you receive your order, 
you only have to connect to a Wi-Fi or pre-connect a SIM card,  
then tap on sync to get your device ready. 
Your teams are ready to work quickly, and the deployment is simple 
and easy for any size of business.

Simple platform
 
The intuitive dashboard enables IT admins to manage, track, and 
secure a group of devices through one platform.  
Easy onboarding, create a profile with ease and deploy to your fleet 
of devices in few clicks.

Complex deployments made easy

Better control  
your devices

Benefits

Enhance privacy Reduce downtimes

Optimize your cost

Get a demo 

Schedule a demo with one of our 

sales representative to have a 

complete tour of Famoco MDM. 

Schedule now

https://calendly.com/famoco-sales/get-started
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Kiosk Mode

Enable production mode to restrict access to the end-user to  
developer mode and the Android menu. Lock your devices to a 
single or multiple apps over-the-air. 

Private App Library

Upload, delete and manage your applications in your private app 
library. It’s the only way to deploy applications on your devices.
 

Look & Feel

Define one or various branding themes for your fleet, including your 
colors and your logo. 
Customize each profiles with one of these themes to reflect your 
branding policy on your fleet. 

Privacy protection

Famoco devices are based on Famoco OS. It’s a business-oriented 
Android OS with enhanced privacy with no apps pre-installed. The 
device will be less likely to send your data to third-party servers.

User rights management

The IT admin can manage the level of rights on the MDM by setting 
different levels of permissions:  
Admin, Observer, Fleet Manager, Device Manager.

Support and troubleshooting

Dedicated support

Chat, call or email our amazing support team to help you fix  
your issues. 

Troubleshooting

Remotely update applications, troubleshoot device issues without 
physically accessing the device.

Maps

Track the location of all your Famoco devices. If the device is online 
and syncs, the localization will be updated and visible on the Maps. 
Find out the devices that are lost or stolen.

Secure your data, secure your business
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Get a demo 

Schedule a demo with one of our 

sales representative to have a 

complete tour of Famoco MDM. 

Schedule now

https://calendly.com/famoco-sales/get-started
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Device profile management

Configure your devices’ profiles over-the-air. Choose a panel of 
settings to achieve your objectives effortlessly: select the app(s), 
set the Wi-Fi, toggle the NFC, Bluetooth, Roaming, and APN. Cus-
tomize your device to your brand by adding your branding to the 
boot animation. Every time your devices will load, your branding 
will appear.

Segment by fleets

Connect a device profile to multiple fleets to better manage your 
business for a geographical purpose, retail segmentation…

Monitoring dashboard

Real-time tracking of your devices synchronizations. Quickly iden-
tify devices that are not connected anymore. View the history of 
your device’s activities to never lose track of your assets.

Mass export

Export any information from the MDM and create your dashboard. 
Export your data in.CSV or .JSON about your devices, fleets, pro-
files, applications, action tokens, API access, and members.

Bulk Management

Enable bulk management actions to run your business efficiently. 
Change any configurations in fleets of thousands of devices in a few 
clicks. 

Multi-Organization and device transfer

Manage multiple accounts for fast and effective  
expansion.

Tokens
Update device profile in the field with an NFC tag. Give your teams 
the ability to perform fleet-related actions in the field. 

Notification Center 
Receive key information such as upgrade news or security warming 
directly in your portal via the Notification Center. 

Manage your apps and fleets effortlessly
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Interoperability

Integration via APIs

Connect the Famoco MDM with your backend system easily. Read 
and write every data of the Famoco MDM from your own system.

Get a demo 

Schedule a demo with one of our 

sales representative to have a 

complete tour of Famoco MDM. 

Schedule now

https://calendly.com/famoco-sales/get-started

